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Fuller, Gary. The trivia lover's guide to the world: geography for the lost and
found. Rowman & Littlefield, 2012. 270p index afp ISBN 9781442214033
<http://worldcatlibraries.org/wcpa/isbn/9781442214033> pbk, $16.95; ISBN
9781442214040 ebook <http://worldcatlibraries.org/wcpa/isbn/9781442214040 ebook>,
$15.99 (reviewed in CHOICE December 2012).
In this enjoyable book Fuller (formerly, Univ. of Hawai'i) explores and answers
150 geographical trivia questions. However, instead of listing the questions and
providing the corresponding answers, which would make for a very boring read, he
spins his responses into geographical explorations of various topics: climate and
weather, maps, islands, rivers, parks, sports, and more. In 46 chapters
addressing the questions and associated topics, Fuller does a wonderful job of
providing historical context for his answers, in a way that is both entertaining
and engaging. So why would Fuller write such a book? For one thing, he was a
winning contestant on the television program Jeopardy! and chaired a championship
College Bowl team. Trivia is clearly in his blood. In addition, he has a PhD in
geography and has taught at universities for 35 years. Being named "Teacher of
the Year" by the National Association for Geographic Education probably explains
how he does such a great job of telling stories, while increasing one's knowledge
of geography as a whole. Summing Up: Recommended. General readers.
--K. P. McDonough, Northern Michigan University
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